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More Access via Layers Menu

The content of the Fish Finder Layers
menu has been increased to add all of
the commonly used Fish Finder modes,
slections, and adjustments. Now every
commonly used mode, selection, and
adjustment is in the layers slide up
menu.
E.g. TZT16F

Display Mode, Frequency, Auto Range, and Gain Modes
were previously selectable in the contextual pop up menu, not
in the slide up Layers menu. These menu selections have been
added to the Layers slide up menu to group all commonly used
actions in one area.
Also added to the Layers slide up menu are new menu items
such as Preset Frequency, and Bottom Search Mode.

C.f. Comparison with previous version showing less menu
items

Advanced Preset Frequencies
Preset Frequency for Built-In Fish Finder
A maximum of up to three (3) modes and frequencies of
TZ12F/16F/19F built-in Fish Finder can be preset. The
Preset Frequencies setting has the same functionality as
the DI-FFAMP Preset Frequencies setting.

The TZT9F is a single frequency CHIRP Fish
Finder. The preset frequency menu is
accessible only when a TZT12F/16F/or 19F is
selected as the Fish Finder source. It is not
compatible with the TZT9F built-in Fish
Finder
Fish Finder Initial Setup Menu

Nicknames for Preset Frequencies
Both Built-in Fish Finder and DI-FFAMP
Preset Frequencies can have nicknames for easier
recognition of settings. As an example, target fish, depth,
and operation scene may be entered as a nickname. In the
example at right, Preset frequency 3 is nicknamed “Shallow”

Accessible via Layer Menu – Both Built-in Fish Finder and DI-FFAMP
The Preset Frequency menu is
available in the Layers menu.
When the fishing location or
target fish species frequently
changes, you can quickly switch
from one setting to another. In
the example at right, three (3)
frequency groups and modes are
registered under the nicknames
of

[Shallow],

[Bottom].

The

[Deep],
Layer

and
menu

shows these nicknames for easy
selection of preset frequencies.

Preset Frequency Setting
Shared over the Network
Presets on one display is automatically
shared with the other displays in the Ethernet
network.

Note: When the internal Fish Finder of the TZT12F/16F/19F is used with an Airmar B265LH, CM265LH, and TM265LH for
ACCU-FISH function, make sure to use Fish Finder in Auto CHIRP, not in Manual CHIRP or CW modes.

What Frequencies and Modes can be Preset?
•

Preset Frequencies can be any frequency that
the connected transducer supports

•

Preset Modes can be Auto CHIRP, Manual
CHIRP, or CW (fixed frequency)

•

Different modes can be set up for the same
Preset Channel. Example, the high side can be set
for Auto CHIRP while the medium or low side can be set for Manual CHIRP or CW.

Auto CHIRP mode automatically sets the center
frequency and bandwidth of a CHIRP transducer.
Auto CHIRP also adjusts the center frequency and
bandwidth as the depth changes for improved target
detection.

Manual CHIRP mode: In Manual CHIRP mode you can
set the center frequency and the bandwidth for the
connected transducer/s. Note: if you adjust the center
frequency up or down from default, the bandwidth will
decrease.
In the picture to the right, Manual CHIRP is set, along
with default center frequency and bandwidth. Setting and
using manual CHIRP this way, keeps the Fish Finder in
full CHIRP bandwidth for the entire depth range.

In the picture to the left the preset is set to CW (fixed
frequency). In this mode you can set a single, fixed
frequency to any frequency within the bandwidth of a
connected CHIRP transducer. In the picture at left, the
lowest frequency that can be set for an Airmar B265LH
is 42khz.

Marker Zoom Mode
In addition to conventionally
available Bottom Zoom and
Bottom Lock modes, the
Marker Zoom mode is
added. Once the Marker
Zoom mode is selected, the
right side shows whole echo
images with the yellow
marker to intuitively indicate
the zoom area, and the left
side shows zoomed images.
The zoom area can be easily
adjusted by shifting the
yellow marker up and down
by touch or via TZT9F/12F
Rotokey,
and
MCU002/004/005.
Action
Shift the marker up/downwards

Operation

Touch: Drag the marker.
MCU-002: Press [+]/[-] keys.
MCU-004/005 and TZT9F/12F: Rotate the rotary knob (RotoKey™).
Menu: [Fish Finder] – [Marker Zoom Shift]

Change the marker height

Touch: Pinch to zoom on the marker.
Touch: Adjust it on the slider bar at the left side.
Contextual Menu: Tap on the Fish Finder page, select [Adjust Marker Zoom],
and enter a required length.
Menu: [Fish Finder] – [Zoom Range Span]

Updated Fish Finder Legend
The depth indication box has been refined to show a variety of information at a glance. By tapping anywhere within the
depth box contextual area, the frequency mode can be switched between LF and HF if in single frequency mode, or if in
dual frequency mode, swap frequency locations from left to right or vice versa.

Entire area inside yellow boarder is active.
Touch anywhere inside the yellow boarder
to change frequency when in single
frequency mode, or swap locations when in
dual frequency.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Depth Unit
Water Temp.
Gain Mode indication: Gain Auto F =Auto Fishing, Gain Auto C=Auto Cruising, Gain 37/51=Manual with levels
Frequency (Center Frequency for TruEcho CHIRP)
Display Mode: BZ=Bottom Zoom, BL=Bottom Lock, and MZ=Marker Zoom
Selected Frequency Mode: LF, MF, HF

New Blue Background Color for Fish Finder and DFF3D

Blue background color is added
to the Fish Finder and DFF3D
screens. This is the same blue
color available with standalone
Fish Finders such the FCV-1900.
In order to change the color,
access [Home] – [Settings] –
[Fish Finder] – [Day Background
Color] or [Night Background
Color] and set to [Blue].

Improved Depth Scale Bar
Depth indication was updated to remove extra depth indications to declutter the display.

Transducer Draft Offset with Zero Line Rejection– Shifting Screen
Previous software versions displayed images from the area above the preset transducer draft. As an example, the transducer
is located at 1 m below the draft and the water depth is 5 m only. The top 1 m area is masked in brown and only the other
4 m shows any echoes. New v2.01 with Zero Line Rejection – ON automatically offsets the preset draft area to show only
echoes on the Fish Finder screen.

Range Zoom in/out changed

While the Plotter and Radar ranges are zoomed in by tapping [+] and out by
[-], the Fish Finder and DFF3D screens zoomed in/out opposite of that with
previous versions of software. New v2.01 has a unified action when tapping
[+] and [-] icons on the range slider bar. Now tap the [+] icon to decrease the
depth range. You can also rotate the Rotokey on a TZT9F/12F or MCU
clockwise to zoom in/decrease the depth.

Bottom Search Mode on/off

When searching at the surface to the middle layer of deep
water, you may shift or zoom the screen to show these
layers without showing the bottom echoes on the screen.
However, the transmission speed can be slower if the
bottom is always searched at deep water. In order to
increase the transmission speed, the Bottom Search Mode
can be turned off: Bottom edge swipe on the Fish Finder
page to show the Layer and access [Bottom Search Mode]
– [OFF].

Compatible Fish Finders for Bottom Search Mode – OFF

Notes:
•

The DFF3D is NOT compatible with the Bottom Search Mode – OFF setting.

•

When a TZTL12F/15F/2BB (all versions) or TZT9F/12F/16F/19F v1.xx is networked with a DFF1, BBDS1, DFF3, or
DFF1-UHD, Bottom Search Mode – OFF, cannot be activated on the MFD because TZtouch2 MFDs do not have a
Bottom Search ON/OFF menu setting.

Noise Suppression Below Transducer
For TZT9F built-in Fish Finder, TZT12F/16F/19F built-in Fish Finder, and DI-FFAMP:
While previous versions applied TVG for Auto Gain to 1 m or deeper, the new v2.01 applies TVG to 0.1 m or deeper, which
will help suppress noise right below a transducer.

Improved Auto Gain with DI-FFAMP
Previous versions sometimes showed weak echoes from fish targets or suppressed echoes above a large school of fish.
The Auto Gain performance of DI-FFAMP connected to the TZT12F/16F/19F is improved with v2.01. The internal
TVG curve adjustment is optimized in order to increase the gain at deep water while suppressing noise in shallow water.

New Transducers added
The following transducers are added to the transducer list for the built-in Fish Finder and DI-FFAMP.

The 165T-PM542LM consists of DFF3D transducer elements and 2 kW CHIRP, low and medium transducer elements.

Paired Single Band CHIRP Transducers added

One pair of Airmar single band CHIRP transducers (thru-hull type) listed
below can be connected to the TZT12F/16F/19F transducer port via a
Y-cable.

As an example, two sets of angled type transducers can be installed at
both port and starboard to detect all the areas underwater. While there
are physically two (2) sets of transducers, the TZT12F/16F/19F built-in
Fish Finder, compatible with dual band CHIRP, processes dual
frequencies from these transducers.

Note: TZT9F does NOT support this installation because it is a single band CHIRP Fish Finder. It is not compatible with
dual-band CHIRP.

Combination of Paired Transducers
Pair
1

Combination
B75L
and B75H

2

SS75L
and SS75M

3

SS75L
and SS75H

4

B175L
and B175M

5

B175L
and B175H

6

B175L
and B175HW

Image

Y-cable for Paired Transducers

In order to connect these transducers to the
TZT12F/16F/19F, use the following Y-cable.

Type: AIR-040-406-10
https://www.furunousa.com/en/products/air-040406-10

Built-In Fish Finder and External KP (Key Pulse) with DFF3D
The TZT12F/16F/19F v2.01 can synchronize the timing of transmission from the built-in Fish Finder with the DFF3D using
an external KP line.

When multiple sounder products are available onboard, the timing of transmission may by synchronized among products
using external KP lines. While the DFF1, BBDS1, DFF3, DFF1-UHD, and DFF-3D, as well as DI-FFAMP, have an external KP
port, the TZT12F/16F/19F built-in Fish Finder does not have a dedicated KP port. Example: when a TZT12F/16F/19F is
used with the B265LH, previously, the only option to avoid interference with the DFF3D was to use the Interference
Rejection (IR) setting. While the IR setting has a reasonable effect on showing clean images, the TZT12F/16F/19F v2.01
now offers an external KP with the DFF3D utilizing the 7-pin port for DI-FFAMP connection.

Interconnection
In this example, the B265LH (1 kW
CHIRP)

is

connected

TZT12F/16F/19F

v2.01.

to

the

A

new

external KP cable coming soon (Part
# to TBD) is connected between
the

TZT12F/16F/19F

DI-FFAMP

pigtail/7-pin port cable and DFF-3D.

KP Setup

Activate the KP function on the TZT12F/16F/19F, so that the
display will transmit in synchronization with the DFF3D (as
KP Master).

TZT12F/16F/19F setting:
[Home] – [Settings] – [Fish Finder] – [FISH FINDER
INITIAL SETUP] – [External KP] – [ON]

TZT16F – External KP: ON

In this interconnection and setup, the DFF3D will work as
the KP Master. No setting on the DFF3D for KP is
required: [Multi Beam Sonar] – [Initial Setup] –
[External KP] – [OFF].

DFF-3D – External KP: OFF

KP Setup continued:

Note:
With the external KP activated on a TZT12F/16F/19F built-in Fish Finder, the Heave Correction with the built-in Fish
Finder may NOT work properly. The transmission timing, which is required for heaving compensation process, is not
properly recognized with the external KP.

Tips:
When the DI-FFAMP and DFF3D are connected with an external KP line, turn on the KP setting on the DFF3D: Access
[Home] – [Multi Beam Sonar] – [Initial Setup] – [External KP] – [ON]. The DI-FFAMP will work as the KP Master and the
heaving correction of Fish Finder will work.

New quick Gain Gesture Function added
The following Gain function is added to the gesture tap list. Two-finger tap or Two-finger long tap: Access [Home] –
[General] – [Two Finger Tap Function] or [Two Finger Long Tap Function] and set to required function.

---End of Fish Finder Improvements---
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